
SAMPLE BUSINESS PLAN PRESENTATION TO INVESTORS

An investor presentation is a snapshot of your business plan. Our investor presentation solution features and sample
investor decks are available below.

Whenever possible, visually represent your data with graphics. Customize this Business Plan template Offer a
sales comparison. For instance, you may say that you're not submitting the plan to any other investor. Price too
low, and â€” while you may be offering a ton of value for your customers â€” your profit margin may be too
small for it to be sustainable. Hear more pitching tips with Peter and Jonathan on the tenth episode of The
Bcast, Bplans official podcast:. Somewhere between sending the introductory letter and sending the planâ€”if
the person agrees to see itâ€”is where you can email a non-disclosure agreement if you plan to include one.
Skip the bullets: Speaking of bullets, skip them. A thorough competitive analysis will help your audience feel
confident that you understand the challenges you're facing. Research your target. Sending unsolicited,
unanticipated business plans with a mere cover letter won't typically get your plan read. Use this page 6 to
introduce key shareholders and team members and reference how their relevant experience and unique skill set
will help support and grow your business. Make it unique to your company, make it memorable, keep it real
and, just for fun, imagine it on the bottom of a coat of arms. Instead, focus on grabbing interest and getting
your audience excited. Defuse objections. The key here is explaining how you are different than the other
players on the market and why customers will choose you instead of one of the other players on the market.
Investors want to see that you have proven some aspect of your business model as that reduces risk, so any
proof you have that validates that your solution works to solve the problem you have identified is extremely
powerful. As we all know, pricing is important. You can also reference the competitive landscape here and
discuss how your pricing fits into the larger market. The 11 slides to include in your pitch deck Slide 1: Vision
and value proposition This is a quick one-sentence overview of your business and the value that you provide
to your customers. Describe how customers use your product and how it addresses the problems that you
outlined on slide two. That being said, use this slide to talk about your strategy. Customize this Business Plan
template Size up the competition.


